Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument, MIMI. LEMMS employs semiconductor detectors to measure ion and electron fluxes in the energy ranges of 20 keV -60 MeV and 20 keV -5 MeV, respectively, usually at a 5.65s resolution. As well as being ion sources, Enceladus and the E-ring are important sinks for Saturnian radiation belt particles. Brown and collaborators (7) consider the consequences of energetic particle bombardment for the moon's surface chemistry. Here, we report expanded observations of the reciprocal processes: Enceladus's effect on the energetic particle population, and the remote sensing of significant variability in its outgassing rate. The latter's changing effect on energetic particles may have significant implications for the inferred age of the moon's radiationweathered surface.
Within the radiation belts, low energy magnetospheric plasma corotates almost rigidly with Saturn (8) . Within the LEMMS energy range, gradient and curvature drifts are significant: positive ions drift azimuthally in the sense of corotation, and electrons in the opposite direction. Low energy electrons counterdrift slowly enough to maintain a net motion in the corotation direction. However, electrons above the 1.082 MeV resonant energy (9), drift rapidly enough to flow past Enceladus in the direction opposing corotation (Fig. 1) . When swept up by Enceladus, ions and low energy electrons therefore form a wake downstream in the corotation flow, leading the moon's orbital motion, while electrons above the resonant energy form a wake upstream, trailing the orbital motion. At all energies, these wakes, termed microsignatures, continue drifting in the same L-shell and direction, and at the same velocity as the pre-depletion plasma. As microsignatures are primarily refilled by radial diffusion, their longevity mainly depends on the diffusion rate, with contributions to the signatures' erosion coming from other magnetospheric processes such as injection events, energy dispersion, and pitch angle diffusion.
Electron microsignatures are expected to be sharp and deep near an electromagnetically inert moon, with radial extents equaling the moon's diameter. Radial diffusion should broaden and flatten these features with increasing longitudinal separation. High energy electron signatures agree very well with this picture (Fig. 2 ). Low energy microsignatures however vary considerably with distance from Enceladus, both in profile and depth; several processes could be responsible. Saturn's magnetic field drapes around the Enceladian atmosphere (10). Low energy electrons sensitive to magnetic field perturbations can be guided around the moon, evading absorption. This forms a narrower, less evacuated wake, possibly asymmetrical due to non-isotropic material outflow from Enceladus. Extended clouds of expelled ice particles and neutral gas would also obstruct electrons. Waves generated by the pickup of fresh ions originating at Enceladus and the E-ring would also increase pitch angle diffusion rates significantly. We suggest that the electron signatures' breadth and variable depths signify changes on timescales of days or weeks in Enceladus's ionosphere, the E-ring itself, or the ring's neutral gas torus. This variability is consistent with other Cassini observations (11) Electrons above the resonant energy are therefore lost in a predictable, steady way whereas outgassing levels apparently influence lower energy electron signatures. All the close flybys to date have been upstream of Enceladus; an appraisal of the atmosphere's influence on low energy electron wakes' structure requires future close downstream passes.
The close flyby data (Fig. 3) , combined with observations of numerous upstream microsignatures, offer a resource to calculate energetic electron radial diffusion coefficients, D LL (16) . LEMMS data reveal a narrow energy range (Fig. 3c) within the microsignature where the flux transitions from ~80% of the surrounding value to nearzero. The latter region is the actual energetic electron wake, while the partial decrease marks a reduction in penetrating radiation, i.e. background flux (13) . The transition therefore denotes the electron resonant energy, which we find to be 0.75±0.03 MeV for 90º pitch angles; the value for rigid corotation is 1.082 MeV. (4), and is equivalent to a 1.5
MeV wake refilling in 14.5-15.5 hours.
The above method only sets an upper D LL limit for low energy electrons, as Enceladus and the E-ring are a complex combined obstacle for these particles, with large variations in profiles responding to changes at both the moon and ring. Using the cleanest signatures (a and b in Fig. 2 ), we find this upper limit is (9.0±0.2)×10 -9 R s 2 s -1 . These signatures' locations suggest a maximum observed wake lifetime of ~5 hours for 20-100 keV electrons. If radial diffusion alone refilled these signatures, they should survive for ~16-20 hours. Another process, probably ion pickup-related pitch angle diffusion therefore increases the refilling rate.
Enceladus's microsignatures are time-and longitude-dependent. The moon's longitudeand time-averaged effects on particles' radial distribution, termed macrosignatures, are also detected. Flux decreases in >13 MeV ions near Enceladus's L-shell are observed equally well all around the moon's orbit (Fig. 4) . The macrosignature's radial breadth initially suggests that an obstacle more extended than Enceladus is presented to the highenergy protons; ring material is an established sink for energetic particles (e.g., 24).
However, it must be borne in mind that at these energies, the ions' large gyroradii may, at least partially, be responsible for the wide macrosignatures, i.e. particles whose guiding centers of gyration pass far from Enceladus can still strike the moon. For a macrosignature to be as persistently deep as observed all around Enceladus's orbit, the proton wakes' refilling rate must be slower than the particles' rate of reencounter with the moon. As ion gradient and curvature drifts are in the corotation direction, moon re-visit periods are ~1 hour for 10 MeV protons, and ~16 hours for the cold plasma, explaining why no low energy ion macrosignature is observed.
Larger E-ring particles may concentrate near the stable Lagrange points, 60º in longitude from Enceladus. Before Saturn orbit insertion, Cassini crossed Enceladus's L-shell at 66.0º from the moon (Fig. 4C) , and observed an electron pitch angle distribution consistent with particle absorption by dust and/or by neutral gas originating at the dust, as predicted (25) . The L-shell was re-crossed a few hours later at 150.8º behind the moon, but showed no 90º pitch angle depletion. The Lagrange point depletion's confinement to a narrow pitch angle range suggests that dust primarily caused it, not Enceladus itself. This great variation in particle behavior suggests that E-ring dust number density at Enceladus's orbit varies azimuthally. The Lagrange points may be particularly dense regions (26) . The large variability in the downstream electron microsignatures suggests that dust may play a major role in their formation. Indeed, their profiles suggest that they decay within a few tens of degrees; Voyager 2 saw no microsignature when only 30º downstream (4). E-ring dust and the associated gas torus may occasionally sustain and enhance the microsignature profiles by decreasing the electron radial diffusion rate and providing additional sinks for the electrons that remain in the moon's wake. 
